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		Become proficient in designing, developing and deploying effective software systems using the advanced constructs of Rust 

	
		Key Features

		
			Improve your productivity using the latest version of Rust and write simpler and easier code
	
			Understand Rust's immutability and ownership principle, expressive type system, safe concurrency
	
			Deep dive into the new doamins of Rust like WebAssembly, Networking and Command line tools


	
		Book Description

	
		Rust is an empowering language that provides a rare combination of safety, speed, and zero-cost abstractions. Mastering Rust – Second Edition is filled with clear and simple explanations of the language features along with real-world examples, showing you how you can build robust, scalable, and reliable programs.

	
		This second edition of the book improves upon the previous one and touches on all aspects that make Rust a great language. We have included the features from latest Rust 2018 edition such as the new module system, the smarter compiler, helpful error messages, and the stable procedural macros. You'll learn how Rust can be used for systems programming, network programming, and even on the web. You'll also learn techniques such as writing memory-safe code, building idiomatic Rust libraries, writing efficient asynchronous networking code, and advanced macros. The book contains a mix of theory and hands-on tasks so you acquire the skills as well as the knowledge, and it also provides exercises to hammer the concepts in.

	
		After reading this book, you will be able to implement Rust for your enterprise projects, write better tests and documentation, design for performance, and write idiomatic Rust code.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Write generic and type-safe code by using Rust's powerful type system
	
			How memory safety works without garbage collection
	
			Know the different strategies in error handling and when to use them
	
			Learn how to use concurrency primitives such as threads and channels
	
			Use advanced macros to reduce boilerplate code
	
			Create efficient web applications with the Actix-web framework
	
			Use Diesel for type-safe database interactions in your web application


	
		Who this book is for

	
		The book is aimed at beginner and intermediate programmers who already have familiarity with any imperative language and have only heard of Rust as a new language. If you are a developer who wants to write robust, efficient and maintainable software systems and want to become proficient with Rust, this book is for you. It starts by giving a whirlwind tour of the important concepts of Rust and covers advanced features of the language in subsequent chapters using code examples that readers will find useful to advance their knowledge.
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Fodor's South Florida: with Miami, Fort Lauderdale & the Keys (Full-color Travel Guide)Fodor's, 2017

	Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for more than 80 years. 

	

	With many of the state's most popular destinations, including Miami, Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, the Everglades, and the Florida Keys, South Florida is a vacation destination rich in...
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Radar System Performance Modeling, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book addresses the needs of system analysts for radar models and analysis
tools. It describes the basic principles of radar operation, how radar is configured
and used in military and civilian systems, and how to analyze and model radar at the
system level. The book presents and explains equations, computational methods,...
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New Perspectives on Microsoft Expression Web 2007: IntroductoryCourse Technology PTR, 2008


	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way

	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that

	Microsoft Expression Web has to offer.





	Our goal in developing the New Perspectives Series was to create books that give students

	the...
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Nagios: System and Network MonitoringNo Starch Press, 2006

	**Covers Nagios 2.0**


	"WOW! This books is incredibly detailed and Wolfgang has done an excellent job. I don't think I could have gone into that much detail if I wrote a book mysel. Kudos!" —Ethan Galstad, Nagios main developer


	Good system administrators know about problems long before anyone asks,...
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Getting Started with Oracle TuxedoPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is packed with real world examples that cover the design and discipline of the software and service of CRMOD. If you are an architect, designer, developer or administrator looking for a quick reference guide on how to build a Tuxedo application, then this is the best guide for you. This book also helps business users to understand...
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Management of Cardiac Arrhythmias (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	During the past decade there have been enormous advances in the management of

	patients with cardiac arrhythmias. Catheter ablation has become a first-line therapy for

	a growing number of supraventricular tachyarrhythmias and idiopathic ventricular

	tachycardia. Frequently performed on an outpatient basis, radiofrequency catheter...
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